Bampton Heritage & Visitor Centre 2017 Annual Report

Overview
The Heritage Centre has once again seen some great developments and the outcome of several new
projects throughout the year. Our visitors are always delighted with what we have on offer in the
Centre and the friendly and informative welcome they receive from our volunteers. We’re all very
proud of the service we provide and the great contribution that the Centre makes to our small town.
Our volunteers welcomed 1639 visitors come from all over the world in 2017. Some just on holiday,
some with family history here and others who are thinking of moving to the area.
A few comments from the visitors book this year:
‘A very nice and interesting visit – good resources and a lovely church’
‘Fascinating historical record’
‘Inspiration!’
‘Beautiful church-excellent use with the Heritage Centre’
‘Very welcoming church with so much to see and learn’
‘Lovely welcome – nice to see people taking pride in their village’
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We enjoy adding new resources, such as this year’s additions of the audio recordings of residents
(the ‘Listening Project’), the children’s church trail and magnetic jigsaw and the education exhibit
which you can read about later in this report. Projects such as these involve working with the
community and we’re proud of the good reputation we have developed locally and further afield.
We have had several visits from groups and have conducted guided town trails encouraging visitors
to spend more time here and use the local shops, pubs and cafes. We’ve also had visits from
representatives from other towns that have been keen to find out more about how the Centre was
set up, how it runs and how it benefits the church and the area in general. See Appendix 1 for a
chronological list of our achievements/milestones during 2017.
We have been operational for over 4 years now and our enthusiasm is as strong as ever. We’ve
continued to develop a great relationship with the church and have demonstrated that we can be
self-sustaining from the money we receive from donations, sales and the occasional grant from
charitable trusts to help fund specific projects and new equipment.
We’re always looking to expand our group of volunteers and we invite anyone with a few hours to
spare to have a chat with us. We work together as a team and everyone is welcome to get involved
at a level that suits them.
My thanks to Trustees Judi Thomas (secretary), Barney Hokinson (treasurer), Ken Mills (curator), Liz
Redfern and Derek Webster and indeed all our volunteers for their commitment throughout the
year. The help of the Church Wardens Sue Leach and Tony Mount is also invaluable in the successful
co-existence of the Centre within St Michaels and All Angels.
Katrina Munro (Chairman)
Our volunteers
The Centre could not function without our volunteer Trustees and workforce. During this year we
have inducted three new volunteers and said goodbye to some as they moved away from the area
or decided to use their time differently.
Bampton has a number of organisations led and run by volunteers and to some extent we are all
competing for the same pool of people. The local population are very generous with their time as
volunteers and we are constantly trying to find new ways of attracting volunteers and retaining
current ones.
This year, after a trial with a small group, we have introduced an on-line booking system for the
volunteer rota which has been successful. It means that volunteers can book from the comfort of
their own homes and book ahead to fit around their personal commitments. There have also been
positive changes in the way that keys are stored and collected at the beginning of each shift.
A new leaflet outlining the role of volunteers is now available and was helpful in informing potential
new recruits at our open event on the 25th July 2017.
Volunteer training sessions have continued throughout the year n 2016 have provided an
opportunity to find out more about the projects as well as to share ideas about the future.
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We record the hours our volunteers do and are encouraged by the Heritage Lottery Fund to
calculate their time in monetary terms using a nationally recognised formula. We are sure this is an
under estimate of the time everyone gives to the continuing success of the Centre.
Calculation of Volunteer Hours 2017
ONS category: Personal, professional and clerical @ £12.43 per hour)
Rota hours

1502

Volunteers events and training
80
Sub Total
1582
£19,660.26
ONS category: Professional @ £19.01 per hour
Trustees meetings
52
Trustees additional hours
510
Listening Project
All Aboard Trail Project
Town trails
Electronic rota set up
Sub Total
Grand Total

10
15
20
10
617

£11,729.17
£31,389.43

Children’s Church Trail & Jigsaw
In the spring we started work on a new family activity – a church trail designed specifically for
children and young families. The aim was to create a trail that was both fun and educational and that
would help to develop a child’s interest and knowledge in the history of churches.
We are grateful to Bampton Cubs whose input was crucial in developing the final result. An Easter
Egg Trail was tested and tweaked and a permanent Children’s Church Trail introduced in the
summer. Children completing the trail are awarded a badge saying ‘I love Bampton’!
We have also since added a giant magnetic jigsaw to our range of family activities. The jigsaw is
aimed to encourage families to explore various historical sites around the town such as the Motte
and the War Memorial.
A grant from a local charitable trust funded this project.
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The Listening Project- Bringing history to life
With training completed, the Listening Project volunteers used their new interviewing and
technological skills to record the memories of life at school in Bampton as told by a number of
current or former residents. Conducting and recording the interviews was hugely enjoyable and was
also the easier part. The subsequent work - to condense 30 minutes or more into 3 – 4 minutes and
then transfer that to the playback machine - took many hours of Humphrey Berridge’s time. In
addition, there was the commissioning of the playback equipment and negotiating with the chosen
provider, Kingfisher Media. Overseeing the installation and on site testing was managed by
Humphrey and Derek Webster. The culmination of this work was the project launch at a volunteer’s
evening when we were all able to use the new equipment to listen to tales of school timetable
highlights, escapades and the resulting discipline meted out, lunch menus – and extra-curricular
activities! Every memory giver was given a CD of their full recording to keep for themselves and
their families.
The Listening Project has made a great start with the education theme. During 2018 we will be
conducting more interviews. A key part of the project aim is to create an extensive oral archive,
collecting memories to share with future generations. We will store the recordings, and then draw
from them to provide the living history in the Centre, linked to our rolling theme topics.
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The Tivvy Bumper Returns

In 2016 we joined in with the Tiverton Museum ‘All Aboard Trail’ initiative. At the subsequent
auction of the models we were unsuccessful purchasing our Tivvy Bumper model, the only one in
original livery and the closest of all 21 models to the original Exe Valley engine. Undaunted we set
about raising funds in to order buy and repaint a replacement model.
The fund raising was successful and with the help of Tiverton Museum, we borrowed the mould, the
bumper model was re-made and Liz and Bernard Parker then very kindly painted it, as they had the
original.
So in September the ‘Bampton Bumper ‘ was sited back on the plinth and now stands for all to see
and also with a new plaque that acknowledges our Volunteers, our connection with the Tiverton
Museum and support from the Exmoor Rotary Club and Bampton Business Group.

Genealogy services
We continue to have many visits from those with historical family links to Bampton. This year, with
the help of a press report, we united two families who were related to Colour Sergeant Henry Jones
who lived in Bampton Drill Hall in the 1960s.

We also had a visit from a descendant of Rev. Thomas Wood who was the vicar at the church 17311784. Volunteers often help visitors locate family graves in the churchyard and we’ve also carried
out several on-line enquiries with the assistance of local historian Tom McManamon and Russ Davies
in the USA.
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The meeting of the Jones relatives

An Australian visitor at the gravestone
of her 18th C. ancestor Rev.Thomas Wood

Re-print of Local History Books

Our thanks to author TJ Francis for granting us permission to reprint his local history books for sale in
the Centre. The continued availability of the books was felt vital to the Centre in our aims to
conserve our history and educate our residents and visitors.
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Curator’s Report 2017

The railway exhibit was replaced by an exhibit covering education in Bampton. An important feature
of this exhibit is a collection of six scrapbooks covering events, plays and activities at the school over
the period 1980-1990. It is hoped that local residents will derive pleasure from looking at these. The
exhibit also includes the school bell, an old school slate, ink pens, a sports shield, etc. (Thanks to the
people who have given or lent these items and also to Pippa Griffith for suggesting ways of
constructing the exhibit.)
There is also a large blue cloth embroidered with the names of the pupils at Bampton Primary School
in 1963?
The next special exhibit will celebrate the 760th anniversary of Bampton Charter Fair in 2018.
There have been few additions to the display in 2017, but of interest is a plate from the Black Cat
restaurant, donated by Mrs Anne Bricknell, one of the two last surviving descendants of the
Kennards who used to live at Wonham House. This led to some study of the interesting and unusual
history of the Kennard family, including a connection with the Ensku Husin (“English House”) – a
fishing lodge in Iceland.
The small display cabinet had suffered some damage which has been repaired and a smart new
beading has been put around the top edge – thanks to Colin Williams (Bampton Framing).
The safe storage facility for artefacts not on display and for other material owned by the Heritage
Centre continues to be very useful – thanks to the owner for letting us use the space.
The curator gave a talk to the Exe Valley U3A describing aspects of the history of Bampton as
illustrated by some of the exhibits in the Centre. A number of artefacts were shown and discussed
with residents at Barnhaven and also to the Dementia Group at LARC.
Membership of the Devon Museums Group has ensured that the Centre is featured in the very
popular Devon Museums booklet and membership of the Mid-Devon Attractions Association
(MDAA) will ensure our mention in any publicity material that they produce. We are also now
featured on the Visit Devon website.
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Treasurer’s Report
The past year has seen the completion of all our initial projects as funded by the Heritage Lottery
Fund. Hence the excess of expenditure over income for the year.
We are now started on what we hope will be a long term sustainable pattern in which our regular
overheads and expenses of running the Centre are met by shop sales and donations at the Centre,
while we try to raise funds by specific donations or grants for new projects. In the light of
experience, we have been reviewing the stock we have on sale and have commissioned a number of
items specifically for the Centre. This means that the value of stock held is much larger, and the
apparent ‘profit’ on sales smaller than the previous year.
We are grateful to our Independent Examiner (‘auditor’) Mick New for his help and guidance in
establishing more robust controls in handling the cash generated at the Centre.
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Future plans - 2018 and beyond
We’re already working on a number of themes for the future and in January 2018 the Trustees met
to discuss some longer-term objectives and ambitions.
Our aims were previously set in 2012 when we were planning the opening of the Centre and
applying for funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund. With the help of a survey completed by the
volunteers, the Trustees have formulated the following strategic aims for 2018-2020:
1. To conserve our heritage and inspire interest and learning through our centre
2. To promote the town and contribute to the community
3. To develop rewarding and valued volunteer roles and experiences
We have a number of ongoing projects – the development of a new Church Guide, new themed
town trails, a new social media plan and further research and publicity regarding our Icelandic
connections (see curator’s report). We’re pleased to have already arranged visits during 2018 by the
Devon Archaeological Society (to include a visit to the Motte) and another by the history section of
the Devonshire Association.
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Appendix 1 – key activities throughout 2017
January
February
March

April
May
June

July

August
September

October

November

December

Genealogy Success – Henry Jones relatives traced
Electronic Volunteer Rota & new Key Box
Genealogy training for volunteers with Devon Family History Society
Easter Church Trail
Tiverton Gazette article about railway film
Volunteer meeting and Launch of Listening project
Talk to Tiverton WI
Visit to Barnhaven Care Home
Visit to Bampton Cubs at Scout Hut re Church Trail
Bampton Cubs Visit to BHVC to assist with prep for Church Trail and face-toface with Lillian Edworthy followed by Press feature
Community Newsletter distributed around town
New volunteer leaflet produced
Tiverton WI Guided Town Trail
U3a Tiverton Guided Town Trail
Fund-raising quiz at the Swan
Open event at BHVC to attract residents and potential volunteers
Children’s Church Trail introduced
Reprint of Bampton local history books
Replacement Tivvy Bumper installed
Jones family meeting followed by press release
New product I love Bampton badges
Talk to Tiverton U3A
New Schools exhibit including Scrapbooks
Info stand at Charter Fair
WI visit to centre
Magnetic Jigsaw added to displays
Volunteer meeting and social supper at the Bridge
Visit by Hereford Diocese
Stall at Community Christmas evening
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